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Disclaimer
The information in this book is presented
for educational and entertainment
purposes only. Neither the author
nor Brainfart Press, its subsidiaries,
employees, sub-contractors, or mindcontrolled thralls, takes any responsibility
for anything you decide to do with this
book. If you decide to do one of the
activities in the book in ink and screw
something up, that’s not our problem.
Likewise, if you attempt to make use of
one of the magical rituals in this book
and end up with a monkey in your ass
or an ancient evil god of FIRE! and EVIL!
rampaging through your neighborhood,
it’s on you.
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The Parable of the Charioteer
A Celtic warrior named Wledig was born under the Geas that
he would die on the day that his chariot was pulled by a small
dog and a sparrow. Wledig lived a full life and had many adventures, seldom thinking that such a silly situation would ever
occur. Then one day, Wledig was pursuing a fairy maiden in his chariot.
In order to slow his pursuit, the fairy
transformed his horses into a sparrow
and a chihuahua. When Wledig realized
that the conditions of his death Geas had
been fulfilled, he promptly and obediently
died of fright.
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This is St. Gulick. He is
a cockroach. Help him
make it through
the maze to the
Golden Apple!
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A Spell For Burning Love
This powerful love spell was created by the Elvisomancers, a little-known society of mystics who attempt to find true peace and
harmony through Elvis-ness. In order to cast the spell, you must
impersonate Elvis while singing The King’s hit song “Burning
Love.” This ritual must be performed in full view of the intended
lover. As you finish the song, throw your sweat-soaked Elvis
scarf toward the person of your desires and hope they catch it.
Whoever catches the scarf (or picks it up first, if it falls to the
floor) will fall madly, passionately in love with you.
Warning: This spell does not protect against disease or unwanted
pregnancy, so be safe or you might experience literal burning.
Also, using magic to compel someone to fall in love with you is
kinda rapey. Maybe you should just ask them out instead.
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MAD LIB!
A ______ ________________ in _______________ ______.
(PLACE)

(REGIONAL GROUP)

(FAMOUS PERSON’S)

(ROOM)

by ____________________
(NAUTICAL JARGON)

It was in ______ that I came across the curious ____________
(PLACE)

(JOB)

whom I am going to talk about. He _______________ me by
(PAST-TENSE VERB)

three things: his candid ______ his marvelous familiarity with
(TRAIT)

_________, and the _______ness of his company--for he did
(SUBJECT)

(MOOD)

all the _____ing. We fell together, as __________ people will,
(VERB)

(ADJECTIVE)

in the tail of the herd that was being _____________ through,
(PAST-TENSE VERB)

and he at once began to ____ things which _____________ me.
(VERB)

(PAST-TENSE VERB)

As he _____________ along, _______, pleasantly, ______, he
(PAST-TENSE VERB)

(ADVERB)

(ADVERB)

seemed to drift away _______ out of this ______ and _______,
(ADVERB)

(NOUN)

(NOUN)

and into some ___________ era and old forgotten _______; and
(ADJECTIVE)

(PLACE)

so he gradually wove such a _______ about me that I seemed to
(NOUN)

_________ among the _________ and _________ and dust and
(VERB)

(NOUN)

(NOUN)

___________ of a gray _______, holding speech with a relic of
(ICKY NOUN)

(ERA)

it! Exactly as I would ______ of my nearest _________ friends
(VERB)
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(ADJECTIVE)

or enemies, or my most ___________ neighbors, he spoke of
(ADJECTIVE)

_________, _________, Sir ______________ of the Lake, Sir
(PERSON)

(PERSON)

(PROPER NAME)

_________________, and all the other great names of the Table
(PROPER NAME)

___________--and how ___________,____________________,
(ADJECTIVE)

(ADJECTIVE)

REPEAT PREVIOUS ADJECTIVE)

unspeakably __________________ and faded and __________
(REPEAT ADJECTIVE AGAIN)

(ADJECTIVE)

and musty and ancient he came to ______ as he _____________
(VERB)

(PAST-TENSE VERB)

on! Presently he turned to _________ and said, just as one might
(NOUN)

______ of the ______, or any other __________ _________-(VERB)

(NOUN)

(ADJECTIVE)

(NOUN)

“You _____ about transmigration of __________________; Do
(VERB)

(METAPHYSICAL CONCEPT)

you ______ about the transposition of ________________--and
(VERB)

(PLURAL NOUN)

________________?”
(PLURAL NOUN)

I said I had not heard of it.
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War Song of Thule
This spell is totally fucking metal. It is used by the disciples of
Harg, Lord of Battle to ensure that they will crush their enemies,
see them driven before them, and hear the lamentations of their
women. On the morning of battle, kill a pig with the weapon
that you will use in the day’s combat. Once the pig is dead, draw
a battle sigil on your chest in the pig’s blood as you sing the
War Song of Thule. Then clean and sharpen the weapon, ensuring that one drop of blood remains on the blade so that it will
thirst for more. Finally, raise the weapon to the East and speak a
prayer to Harg, Lord of Battle.
WAR SONG OF THULE*
Leaving town with shields and swords
To go to war across the sea
And we sing the Song of Thule
A song of war and battle themes

m

As we praise the rising sun
Symbol of Harg, who’s kinda mean
We will fight and will be brave
Until we’ve killed our enemies

We all just want to kill our enemies
To kill our enemies, to kill our enemies
We all just want to kill our enemies
To kill our enemies, to kill our enemies
*Same tune as “Yellow Submarine”
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Coloring Fun Page!
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Fun with the Law of Fives
The Law of Fives was first revealed to Lord Omar and states that
“ALL THINGS HAPPEN IN FIVES, OR ARE DIVISIBLE BY
OR ARE MULTIPLES OF FIVE, OR ARE SOMEHOW DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY APPROPRIATE TO 5.” The Law
of Fives is never wrong. Can you use the Law of Fives to complete the following lists? I bet you can!
Integers Between Zero and Six
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________
Major Political Parties In The United States
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________
Classic Hollywood Monsters
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________
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Integers: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
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Major Political Parties In The U.S.: Democrat, Republican, That
Crazy Night At Joe Biden’s House in ‘84, Bull Moose, Bull Shannon.
Classic Hollywood Monsters: Vampire, Frankenstein’s Monster,
Werewolf, Mummy, Bela Lugosi’s Drug Addiction.
Ancient Elements: Earth, Air, Funk, Water, Fire.
Beatles: John, Paul, George, Ringo, Clarence Walker.
Fundamental Rules of Warfare: An army travels on its stomach;
Never start a land war in Asia; Invading Russia in winter is ALWAYS
a bad idea; If “they got the guns but we got the numbers,” they will
win; All’s fair in love, war, and dodgeball.

Answers:

1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________
Fundamental Rules of Warfare
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________
Beatles
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________
Ancient Elements

Toronto People?
For years, scientists, anthropologists, and old guys who play
a lot of dominoes have debated the question of whether or not
there are people in Toronto. This broadsheet from the late 19th
Century seems to offer evidence that the so-called “Toronto
People” not only existed, but gave one another personal names
much like modern humans. Could it be true?
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Independent Study Project:
Discordian Saints!
Everyone in your class, study group, cabal, or hobo crew should
roll a 23-sided dice on the Random Discordian Saint Table to
generate the name of a Discordian saint. If you don’t have a
23-sided dice, roll d20+d4-1. If a roll comes up twice, re-roll so
that everyone gets a different saint. Go out and learn all you can
about your saint: who they were, what they did, what kind of
juice they liked, anything you can find. If he or she is still alive,
try to call, email, or write him or her. If not, try to arrange a
meeting with your saint inside your pineal gland. If all else fails,
just make some stuff up. That’s the great thing about saints: most
of the stories we tell about them are based on half-truths and
fabrications anyway, so it’s totally cool to add your own lies to
the mix! Isn’t religion fun?
Random Discordian Saint Table
1. Lord Omar Khayyam
15. St. Edward The SpectacuRavenhurst
larly Bad
2. Malaclypse the Younger
16. St. Utah
3. The Blessed St. Gulik the 17. St. Andy*
Stoned
18. St. Fort
4. Blessed St. Hung Mung
19. St. Speedy
5. Zarathud the Incorrigible
20. St. Hubbins (Patron Saint
6. St. Norton I
of Quality Footwear)
7. St. Quixote
21. St. Twain
8. St. Yossarian
22. St. Zevon (Patron Saint of
9. St. Bokonon
Sandwiches, Lycanthropy,
10. St. Bob (aka St. Ignatius
and Misadventure)
Fenderson)
23. St. Dunning-Kruger
11. Dr. Van Van Mojo
12. Sri Syadasti
*If you find out St. Andy’s still
13. Malaclypse the Elder
alive, let us know. Use telepathy!
14. St. Mothra
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The Discordian Zodiac
Priapus

(December 26 - January 19)
Priapi, like the ancient Greek fertility god they are named after,
are simple, rustic nature lovers who love life and have constant
erections. The priapus enjoys active, outdoor activities, especially those that involve fucking.

Teapot
(January 20 - February 27)
Teapots are usually loyal and dependable people who offer
comfort to the cold, the tired, the huddled masses. Despite their
homey nature, those born under this sign can exhibit a steamy
temper when angered or when loved ones are threatened. When
a teapot is on the warpath, it’s best to stay out of the way.

Academy Award Winner William H. Macy
(February 28 - March 23)

Academy Award Winner William H. Macys are known for their
quirky, everyman qualities and their love of independent film.
If you meet a cop who wants to open a day spa, a shovel-based
crime fighter, or a professional assassin who’s obsessed with
Neve Campbell, chances are that person is an Academy Award
Winner William H. Macy.

Hufflepuff

(March 24 - April 29)
Hufflepuffs value hard work and fair play,
and are loyal and tolerant of others. Hufflepuffs take life as it comes and rarely
cause a ruckus, and some people find them
rather boring. They like pie.
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Onomatopoeia
(April 30 - May 24)

BAM! POW! SNIKT!

Half-Elf Paladin
(May 25 - June 18)

VAMP
IRES
NOT
OF C AFRAID
HEES
E

ARE

Half-Elf Paladins are paragons of virtue with deep faith and high
moral standards. Their elven characteristics, combined with their
strong belief that they are doing God’s work, makes them haughty and dickish to the extreme. Seriously, fuck those guys.

Gonzo

(June 19 - July 22)
People born under this sign are insightful but dangerous. Gonzos
are open to any and all new experiences, and this is what probably allows them to see things from new (and often drug-fueled)
points of view. Gonzos love being the center of attention almost
as much as they love being three sheets to the wind.

Ninja

(July 23 - August 17)
Ninjas are deadly and silent. They’re also unspeakably violent.
They speak Japanese. They do whatever they please. And sometimes they vacation in Ireland. Or at least that’s what the Barenaked Ladies tell us.
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Iron Man

(August 18 - September 28)
Iron Men are innovators who are usually gifted in the fields of
science and engineering, and they are often rewarded for their
intelligence with financial success. This is fortunate, because
Iron Men enjoy the best in life--flashy cars, big houses, hot supermodels. Iron Men often have addictive personalities, and can
be easily ruined by drugs and alcohol, sex, gambling, and other
vices.

Tom Servo
(September 29 - October 14)
Tom Servos are known for their acerbic wit and melodious singing voices. They love bad movies.

Machete

(October 15 - November 20)
Machete will fucking kill you. Don’t fuck with machete.

Hobo

(November 21 - December 25)
Hobos are the unsung heroes of
America and, like Neil Patrick
Harris in Harold & Kumar, they
go wherever the good Lord takes
them. Hobos lead simple lives and
don’t really care much what other
people think of them, which might
be why it’s so easy for them to
look at the glass as half full. Where
others may smell body odor and
human excrement, the hobo smells
the sweet aroma of freedom.
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What Happened on Page 9?
On page 9, there was an exercise to help you understand the Law
of Fives. The exercise contained six categories with five blanks
that you were supposed to fill in. Some of you already understand that this perfectly satisfies the Law of Fives, but a few of
you may have questions such as:

es,
Law of Fiv ?” When’s lu
e
h
t
’s
it
nch?
s
ce
“Wait, sin e be five categorie
r
e
h
t
shouldn’t
“Shouldn’t the exercise have started on a page that
“What
was a multiple of five, instead of page 9?”
makes
a knom
e a kno
Are middle managers real?
me?”

Here are the answers to your questions:
1. To get six, you multiply 2 x 3. 2 +3 = 5. LAW OF 5s! We
hinted at this by putting 3 categories on each of the two
pages. You should have paid more attention.
2
2. Nine is 3 . 3+2=5. LAW OF 5s! Ten, the second page of the
exercise, is just 2 fives hanging out together.
3. Just make a sandwich if
you’re hungry.
4. We will discuss middle managers later in the book.
5. The heart of Knomehood,
the defining characteristic,
lies with [EDITORS’ NOTE:
This concept is untranslatable from the Greek, but has
something to do with childrearing, goats, and honey].
If you do not stray from [this
concept], then yours will be a
long and fulfilling life.
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To demonstrate that you understand the Law of Fives, explain why the page explaining what happened on Page 9 is on
Page 16. Show your work.

Units of Concern
(or lack thereof)
10 Hoots = 1 Darn
5 Darns = 1 Damn
2 Damns = 1 Good Goddamn
5 Damns = 1 Rat’s Ass
4 Rat’s Asses = 1 Tug of a Dead Dog’s Cock
2 Tugs of a Dead Dog’s Cock = 1 Shit
7 Shits = 1 Ten-Shilling Shit
2 Ten-Shilling Shits = 1 Fuck
3 Fucks = 1 Flying Fuck
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The Assmonkey Curse
This is an ancient Discordian spell first cast upon a good-time
girl named Agnes by Mongo The Questionably Sanitary during the era commonly known as the Golden Age of Blowjobs. It
works really well against enemies, particularly those who don’t
like having monkeys shoved up their ass. Some more adventurous Discordians have found other uses for the spell, but that’s
a little beyond the scope of this book. It’s not our thing, but we
don’t judge. Here’s how to cast the spell:
1. Purchase a MONKEY*
2. Purchase a BANANA.
3. When your enemy isn’t looking, shove the BANANA up his
ass.
4. Unleash the MONKEY!
*Be sure to purchase an arctic assmonkey. Other types of monkeys probably won’t go for the banana, and even if they do
you’ll never hear the end of it from PETA.

SORRY TO HEAR
ABOUT YOUR
CAT’S PENIS
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Drawing Fun!
This is a mind control satellite. It belongs to former Beatle Ringo
Starr. He uses it to secretly control the universe.
At the bottom of the page is
beloved television icon Captain
Kangaroo. Ringo Starr is trying
to control his mind. Can you
draw the mind control rays as
they reach out from the satellite
and bend Captain Kangaroo to Ringo
Starr’s will? What do mind control
rays look like? That’s up to you!
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Kickboxing For Beginners
Jean-Claude Van Damme was pretty awesome for a few years in
the 80s. Then he became kind of a joke, but when he was cool
he was really cool, in large part because he was an awesome
kickboxer. I mean a really awesome kickboxer. Like better than
any kickboxer you can think of. Gunther Oszloo in his prime
couldn’t even come close, if that tells you anything. Van Damme
was such a good kickboxer, they let him make a whole movie
called Kickboxer where he kickboxed the shit out of stuff. If you
want to be a kickboxer like Jean-Claude Van Damme, follow
these simple steps.
1. Find someone you want to kickbox.
2. Kick them in a boxing-like fashion.
3. Repeat as necessary.

I dont
w
be Elf ant to
s
more! tar anyI want
to
be Deb
bie!
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We hold these
truths to be
Greg Evigan
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The 23 Enigma
The 23 Enigma was first popularized by Robert Anton Wilson,
but Bob credits author William S. Burroughs with discovering
the phenomena. The central premise of the 23 Enigma is that the
number “23” shows up in the damnedest places. The following
list provides 23 examples. Some of them are lies.
1. Humans have 46 chromosomes, 23 from each parent. Gender is determined by the 23rd chromosome.
2. Network 23 was the TV station in Max Headroom.
3. Julius Caesar was stabbed 23 times.
4. According to Prince, there are 23 positions in a one-night stand.
5. There are 23 separate foreskins that, according to The Vatican, have been verified as belonging to Jesus.
6. There are only 22 Major Arcana in a Tarot deck, but depending on the deck, The Fool may be numbered either 0 or
XXII, so counting both possible Fool positions brings the
number to 23. If the card pulling double duty represented
a less Discordian figure, this would probably seem like a
meaningless coincidence.
7. The most famous room in The Shining’s Overlook Hotel is
room 237, but the real number of the room where the scenes
were filmed was 23. Kubrick added the “7” to make the
hotel seem larger than it really was.
8. There have been 23 confirmed Oswald clones.
9. In one Flash story by DC Comics, it only took Barry Allen
23 seconds to eat an entire Volkswagon Beetle.
10. Hobos always try to ride in the 23rd boxcar of a train. It’s
considered good luck.
11. This is page 23. Spooky, huh?
12. The maximum number of users allowed in an AOL chatroom is 23.
13. The train derailment in Die Hard With A Vengeance takes
place in subway station 23.
14. The average american eats 23 tacos every year.
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15. The first message sent by telegraph was “What hath God
wrought?,” which comes from Numbers 23:23.
16. In The Big Lebowski, the confrontation between Walter
and Smokey (obviously a microcosmic manifestation of the
culture war) takes place on Lane 23.
17. William Shakespeare is believed to have been born on April
23, 1564. We know for sure that he died on April 23, 1616.
There are 23 people who are generally considered to be viable suspects as the real author of “Shakespeare’s” work.
18. Both Michael Jordan and David Beckham wore #23.
19. Roman emperor Caligula’s longest-running orgy lasted 23
weeks, 23 days, 23 hours, and 23 minutes.
20. The original Star Trek series is set in the 23rd Century.
21. John Dillinger’s penis was 23 inches long.
22. Princess Lea was held in cell AA-23.
23. 2 + 3 = 5. LAW OF FIVES!
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23 Steps to Enlightenment
Since the 23 Enigma is really just the Law of Fives hiding being
a mask of numerical obfuscation, you should keep an eye out for
significant occurrences of the number 23. You can list them here.
When you spot your 23rd one, you’ll be enlightened.
1.__________________________________________________
2._________________________________________________
3._________________________________________________
4._________________________________________________
5._________________________________________________
6._________________________________________________
7._________________________________________________
8._________________________________________________
9._________________________________________________
10.________________________________________________
11.________________________________________________
12.________________________________________________
13.________________________________________________
14.________________________________________________
15.________________________________________________
16.________________________________________________
17.________________________________________________
18.________________________________________________
19._________________________________________________
20._________________________________________________
21.________________________________________________
22.________________________________________________

23. ENLIGHTENMENT
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Are Middle Managers Real?
In this modern era of cell phone video cameras and instantaneous international communication, we can simply no longer
deny the existence middle managers. The amount of evidence
that proves they’re out there is at this point overwhelming.
Perhaps the true question isn’t “Are middle managers real?” so
much as “Why do middle managers exist?”
As social theorists and economists have observed for centuries,
there is always a conflict between capital and labor in a capitalist system. Middle managers evolved to act as a buffer between
workers and owners, thereby minimizing the obvious expressions of (if not the systemic damage caused by) this conflict of
interest. Middle managers shield the ruling class from the true
ramifications of their greed, thereby allowing them to continue
believing that Everything Is Fine and that they are Captains of
Industry and Job Creators. Without middle managers standing
between owners and workers, there’s a chance that some bosses
would take pity on their workers and improve their working
conditions, pay, or benefits. Other workers would see this and
expect similar treatment, which could lead to things like living
wages, legal protections, and reasonably safe working conditions. While the idea of workers actually sharing in the prosperity of their labor is a noble one, it’s just isn’t practical. Without
the survival stress and constant fear engendered by the current
system of precarious employment and poverty wages, it would
be impossible to maintain social control over the unwashed
masses.
For the workers, middle managers serve two seemingly opposing roles. On the one hand, they often act as the worker’s
ally, allowing negative feelings about the management to be
redirected to poorly-defined “higher-ups” (though rarely the
highest-ups) who the worker has no power to influence. At the
same time, middle managers can also serve as scapegoats. By
providing workers with a physical manifestation of idiocy and
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incompetence to blame for their frustrations, middle managers
allow workers to believe that the bosses are deserving meritocrats and that all problems within the company are caused by the
incompetence of middle management. This reinforces the illusion that modern American capitalism is in some way different
from feudalism and that they themselves are simply temporarily
disadvantaged millionaires.
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Did you know that stage and screen star
Johnny Knoxville will only eat with a spork?
It’s true! He brings his own everywhere he
goes, because I guess he’s too good to eat
with the sporks available at fine chicken
establishments throughout the known world.
He buys them in bulk, custom-made to his
exacting specifications, and has a man in his
entourage whose entire job is to maintain
the spork supply chain. That man is Andrew
Ridgeley, former member of the popular music
duo WHAM!
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Spell To Summon ARARARARAR!
God of FIRE! and EVIL!
Of all the ancient deities
of doom and destruction,
none is more terrifying
than ARARARARAR!
God of FIRE! and EVIL!
Many would-be conquerors have tried to harness
ARARARARAR!’s power
for themselves. MANY
HAVE FAILED!. Therefore,
before you try to summon
ARARARARAR!, God of
FIRE! and EVIL!, we suggest you consider the following:

Are the Dark Arts really
the best way to resolve your issue?

Magic really should be a last resort, not a go-to solution for
problems. Before you start summoning elder gods, it’s usually
best to try talking things through, exploring legal or civil options, or calling tech support. Don’t start slinging spells around
until all traditional options have been exhausted.

Does your enemy deserve this level of punishment?

I mean, ARARARARAR!, God of FIRE! and EVIL! has
“FIRE!” and “EVIL!” right in his name, so by summoning him
you’re opening a pretty fucked-up can of worms. If somebody
just cut you off in traffic or drank the last coffee without making
more or something, summoning an antediluvian fire god might
be overkill.
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Are you sure you can handle this?

Look, we know you’ve got these delusions of being a powerful wizard, but ARARARARAR! sometimes destroys
entire dimensions because he’s mildly constipated. Even if
you do manage to summon him, you’re probably not going
to be able to maintain control over him and he’s going to
destroy the universe. Not saying we don’t believe in you,
just saying that’s probably what will happen.

Have you eaten recently?
Have you been having trouble sleeping?
Are you experiencing stress at work?

Sometimes hunger, weariness, or other kinds of stress
can make things seem worse than they really are, causing
us to believe that raining down fire and brimstone upon
the nations of the Earth is a reasonable reaction to a frustrating
situation. Are you sure you’re not just grumpy because you’re
sleepy?
If you’re still determined to summon ARARARARAR! God of
FIRE! and EVIL!, all you’ll need is a fire, a human sacrifice, and
a copy of the ritual summoning invocation (see below). Since
you’ll need to get a fire going that’s both large enough and hot
enough to immolate a human body, we highly recommend doing
the ritual outdoors. Trying to summon ARARARARAR! indoors
is likely to set off your smoke detector and the screaming of the
human sacrifice might annoy the neighbors. Even if you start
your fire outdoors, there are a few fire safety tips you should
keep in mind:
•Do NOT attempt this ritual in excessively dry conditions, or in any area where a burn ban is in effect.
•If possible, use a designated fire pit. Most campgrounds
have several.
•Clear away all leaves, twigs, grass, and other debris
within 10 feet of the fire.
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•If there is not already a fire pit, dig a hole about 1 foot
deep and surround it with rocks.
•Keep unused firewood away from and upwind of the
fire.
•Make sure to keep a container of water nearby.
•Always hold me closer tiny dancer.
•Don’t let the fire get too big. The fire should kill your
human sacrifice, but you don’t want the suffering to be
over too quickly.
•Never leave your fire unattended.
•Keep a close eye on pets and children to make sure they
don’t get too close to the fire.
Yeah, that’s what I thought. You people have absolutely no respect for fire safety. One of the fire safety tips above is an Elton
John lyric and you people didn’t even notice. Well you know
what? If you’re not willing to pay attention to a few fire safety
basics, you’ve got no business summoning a god of FIRE! and
EVIL! We’re done here.

I HAVE NO
MOUTH
BUT I MUST
DANCE!
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Top: Sitting man has no legs, Baby is possessed by a demon, Photographer is French,
Little boy’s name is Eddie, Photo commemorates Baptism of child
Bottom: Sitting man has legs, Baby is not possessed, Photographer is British, Little
boy’s name is Zarathustra, Photo commemorates St. Zevon’s Day

The photos below may look the same, but there are five differences. Can you spot them?

Spot The Differences

Gambling Tips From Pascal
Telekinesis Jesus is this homeless guy I see sometimes, but I
don’t think “Telekinesis Jesus” is his real name. I bet it’s “Sam”
or something boring like that. He wears an old colander on his
head with wires and diodes and stuff glued to it. He claims to be
psychic. He also claims to be the son of God. He tells me I can
have eternal salvation if I loan him a couple bucks until Friday.
I don’t really believe him, but he might be telling the truth, so I
give him the money just in case.
He’s never around on Fridays.

ALWAYS LOOK BOTH WAYS
BEFORE CROSSING THE MAFIA
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“No got…C’lom Fliday”
The print version of this book is available at:
https://www.createspace.com/5588322
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